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This article contains video content produced by Fandom with some or no input from wiki editors larger inscriptions, and may not correctly represent the scope of the article written below. In-video statements and videos may be inaccurate, outdated, incomplete, or otherwise misleading to viewers. Statue to Meridia. For
other uses, look at Daedric Quests. Daedric Quests are tasks performed for Dadrick Princes. Their appearance has become somewhat customary to play in alder's inscription series, returning in the inscriptions of Alder V: Skyrim. Many quests are given when Dragonborn discovers the Prince's Shrine. However, some of
Dadrick's princes will make efforts from their shrines. These quests can, instead, be found in certain places or specific times. After completing each attempt, Dragonborn is claimed by Prince Dadrick as his hero, his envoy in Niren, and rewarded with a Daedric effect. These princes are Astura, Boothia, Klavicus Vile,
Hermaus Mora, Hirsin, Malakat, Mfaula, Meridia, Mulag Bal, Namira, Pryet, Sangwin, Shiugurat, Weermina and Mahrons Dadon. Nocturnal makes no effort, but plays a major role in the thief's guild questline. The skeleton key is a Dadrick effect that belongs to him and can be achieved through the Thief Guild questline,
but does not contribute to Daedric's influence or Walker's amnesia achievements/trophies. The only prince who has no work or presence on Sky reem is Jiglag. Azura: The Black Star[edit | edit source] The quest at the Shrine of Azura asks the Dragonborn to retrieve the defiled Azura's Star, an 'infinite' soul gem.
Dragonborn must retrieve the Azura star from deep Ilinalta and, after success, have two options: A) take it to the Azura Shrine, or b) it helped Nalacar, a resident of the tablecloth in Winterhold, who earlier attempted it. Depending on which decision is made, it will determine whether someone will get the Azura star or the
Black Star. Both the Dragons' choice Bourne needs to enter the stars and Malin Warren's defeat is that it defiling from within. If Dragonburn brings the Azura star to Azura, they will be rewarded with a refined star species that can only absorb the spirit of fewer creatures. Aran Inith, the Azora priests who made the effort,
will also follow. By bringing the star back to Nlakar, they will be rewarded with the Black Star, which acts as the gem of the black spirit. Nlakar will also be a potential businessman if he is given a star. Note: Black Star is only able to capture the described black spirit, but it can actually absorb all levels of spirits. Level
Requirements: No Boethiah: Contact Boethiah [Edit | Edit Source] Ebony Mail Diversity King Chest Ebony Armor. The effort requires that the Dragonbourne sacrifice one of its followers in Boethiah After that, Boothia will talk to Dragonbourne and his followers. He commands Dragonburn and his followers to fight each
other to death, and the last man to stand proud of completing a duty. The task is to hunt down and kill your hero, at Knifepoint Ridge, taking ebony emails from him and wearing it, thereby making Dragonborn his new hero. Level Requirements: Level 30 Clavicus Scoundrel: Daedra's best friend [editing | editing source]
the effort begins in Falkreath after gaining the luring task of an interested blacker stray dog. After finding the dog, to Dragonborn's surprise, it speaks. The dog, named Barpas, then appeals to Dragonburn to help him reunite with his master and lead the Dragonbourne to the Clonicusville Shrine in ShamerHamar. Clavicus
agrees to take back Barpas if Dragonbourne collects Rufol's axe from Rimrok Boro for him. After obtaining the axe, he offers a deal: let Dragonborn keep the axe if Dragonborn barpas pulls with it. If Dragonburn chooses not to kill Barpas, they will instead receive the Clavicusville mask. The Clavicus Vile mask is a heavy
armor hat given by Klavicus Weil after the return of the Ruffol axe. Note: Rueful's axe is not considered a scoundrel Dadrick artifact. Note: Both cases can be achieved through the sophisticated use of slow time screams and weapons racks. Level Requirements: Level 10 Hermaeus Mora: Transmundane Diagnosis[Edit |
Edit Source] Transmundane Detection Attempt Dragonborn Awards with Skill Book, Ogma Infinium. This effort has been started automatically during the original attempt, when searching for the great Blackreach inscription. To start this effort, Dragonborn must go to Septimus Signus outpost and meet Septimus Signus.
After retrieving the larger inscription and inscribing Lexicon for Signus, he deciphered it, and then the dragon-born extract extracted. It should be used to obtain samples of blood from The Falmer (Snow A), Bosmer (Wood Forging), Dunmer (Dark A), Altmer (A Above), and Orsimer (Orc). However, blood cannot be
collected from those suffering from vampires, even if the race is right. After doing so, return to Septimus, which will unlock Dwemer to reveal Ogma Infinium. Once the book is revealed, Septimus will try to achieve it and be immediately disintegrated by Hermaeus Mora, which then allows Dragonburn to take Ogma
Infinium. It allows Dragonborn to choose to increase all Mage, Thieves, or Warrior Skills by 5 points each. Level Requirements: Level 15 Hircine: Patient Met by Moonlight[Edit | Edit Source] Patient Quest Met by Moonlight Dragonborn Awards with either Secret Savior or Hirsin Loop (or both). To begin this attempt
Dragonborn must travel to the prison under Falcreth Barracks and To Sanding. He'll give Hirsin's ring to Dragonburn. He tells Dragonburn that the forest beast must be killed. The beast becomes apparent the hirsin aspect, which then tells Dragonborn they should go to Grotto the bloated man and choose to either kill
Sinding to hide or spare him for the ring. Required level: No note: It is possible to obtain both cases using a number of different exploits. Malacath: The Cursed Tribe[edit | edit source] To obtain Volendrung the Dragonborn needs to approach the orc stronghold Largashbur. There, an Orak woman named Ekob is asking
for help lifting the curse from the town. He is in a heart of Dadra and Troll Wat to summon The Planet after contacting The Mulakat, Dragonburn and Chief Yamers are sent to the giant Grove (via The Falluston Cave) to retrieve Warhammer Shagerol. Level Requirement: Level 9 Mehrunes Dagon: Pieces of the Past[edit |
edit source] Mehrunes' Razor is the dagger from Oblivion that was previously used by the Mythic Dawn. It can be achieved by completing a simple chain quest. The first part of the effort involves a visit with the descendants of the murderers of Oriel Septim VII, Silves, who runs a small museum dedicated to the dawn of
The Mytic in the Downstar. It has several amnesia: Commentaries on the Mysterium Xarxes by Mankar Camoran, Mythic Dawn robes, the sheath to the Razor, and the first page of the Mysterium Xarxes. The first part of the effort is guiding Dragonborn to collect Mehrunes razor pieces. Afterwards, Dragonborn should
then meet Silves at the Shrine of Mehrunes Dagon, talk to his Dagon Mehrunes, and kill Silves to complete the effort and earn rewards. Level Requirements: Level 20 Mephala: Whisper Door[Edit | Edit Source] Asking bartender Hulda at Mare Banner in Whiterun about rumors of turning rumors about Jarrell Balgruuf's
son, Nelkir. Speaking to Jarrell shows that Lkair is in trouble and he is asking Dragonburn to talk to him. Lekir explains that a while in the basement tells him secrets. Going to the door, a voice instructs Dragonburn to open it. Lekir will explain that Jarrell and Farnegar's secret fire are the only people with keys. Dragonborn
must take the key out of one of them (or kill Farnegar and loot keys off your corpse) in order to gain input to the door. Inside they find ebony blades, along with a book offering warnings to each that uses weapons. Then the effort is complete. Mfaula will explain, however, that the weapon needs to be charged with 'blooddeception' in order to increase its power. It requires Dragonborn to kill friendly characters for both characters killed by Dragonborn, weapons are increased in power, adding 4 to the power absorbing the health effect (up to 30); kill 10 maximum friendly characters The absorbing power of Enchantment Health. Required
level: Level 20, complete the main dragon boost quest. Meridia: The Break of Dawn[edit | edit source] Dawnbreaker, a one-handed enchanted sword, can be obtained by speaking to Meridia at the Statue to Meridia and completeing her quest. It's a simple effort that requires Dragonborn to find his lights (commonly found
in random dungeons), and then lead the Meridia light through the dungeon beneath her shrine. To do this, Dragonburn must activate pedals with luminous light balls as a trail across the dungeon. Your dungeon is filled with Draugr and ruined shades, and somewhat complicated to navigate. In the end Dragonborn will
have to defeat the powerful necromancer, Malchuran, who is apparently defying his shrine. After defeating him, Dragonbourne bestows the sword on Dawn Barker and receives the blessing of Medridia. Required Level: Level 12 Molag Ball: House of Horror[Edit | Edit Source] Mies from Mullag Ball can be found in
Markarth County. When walking through the main gate, abandoned outside the house, the soberness of Stendarr, Vizhila Tiranos, will ask Dragonborn whether they have seen someone enter or leave. Going through the conversation will begin a panic house quest. Enter the house, then find a small shrine containing
rusty mies (mies molyagball). The shrine will speak, commanding the Dragonbourne to find Lugerlf Wilf, the Boethiah priest who has been captured by Forsworn. When Dragonborn returns to the shrine with the priest, the shrine will speak again. Dragonbourne will be required to kill the priest with The Mies MulgBall.
Once this is finished, Dragonborn will be allowed to keep mies. Required Level: No Immortals: Taste of Death[Edit | Edit Source] To begin trying, Dragonborn will have to be a bartender at the Silver Blood Tablecloth or talk to Brother Verulus at Understone Hall keeping the entrance dead. Something's eating the dead,
and he needs someone to investigate, Verolus gives Dragonbourne a key, then dragonborn will meet Eola at the Hall of the Dead in Markarth, where he'll accuse them of being cannibals. He then asks Dragonburn to meet him at Reachcliff Cave, where they must clear The Drewger Cave. After that, Ola will ask the

Dragonburn to bring Verolos' brother from Markarth to the shrine. Once there, Dragonborn must kill Verulus and eat their meat. Namira then speaks to the Dragonborn and grants them her ring. The Namira ring awards the user with an additional 50 points of endurance, and feeding from bodies rewards health restoration.
Ola becomes available as a follower after trying. Required Level: None of Peryite: Single Treatment[Edit | Edit Source] After Finding Shrine, Ne northeast Dragons must speak to Kesh Pak to start the quest. He suggests that he let the Dragonburne's kemon be with Preet if Dragonburn accepts, the cache wants a silver
otter, a dettble flower, vampire dust and impeccable ruby to make a certain type of incense. Once these items have been obtained, Dragonborn should talk to Kesh again to incense him. The dragon-born incense inhaled and began talking to Peryite. He will ask Dragonburn to travel to Betherdems and kill an elf named
Ortchendor. After he is killed, Dragonburn could return to Preet and claim spellbreaker. Required level: Level 10 to get effort from the sufferer, or 12 to get the effort from Kesh. Sanguine: Night remember [Edit | Edit Source] This effort can be sparked by the arrival of a drinking contest with a mage named Sam Guevenne
in the nearest pub arriving at level 14. After completing the drinking contest Dragonborn will be black, and awake at the Markarth Temple of DiBella. However, Dragonborn has to find or get approached by certain people in the game in order to piece together exactly what happened as a result of the match. At the end of
the chain of events, Dragonbourne ends up in Moronscar Castle, where they find portals. Going through the portal transports them to a festive scene, where Sangwin approaches them and rewards them with Rose Sangwin, who is a staff who summons a leveled dorma for 60 seconds. Level Requirements: Level 14
Sheogorath: Mind Madness[Edit | Edit Source] Wabbajack is a staff, given by Prince Daedric of Madness, Sheogorath. The mind-madness quest started in solitude when talking to an apparently crazy homeless man named Dronin, who claims his master is on holiday at the Plagius Castle Wing. If Dragonbourne fails to
find the inner, they can go skewer the blink and ask the bartender if he has heard rumors. He then tell about a strange old man walking around alone. When Dragonburn investigates, they are transferred inside the mind of the mad king of Plagius. There, they find Shagorath offering Dragonborn a deal: escaping Plagius's
mind, and he returns. After completing the quest, he rewards Dragonborn with Wabbajack, the staff that when used to convert the target into another creature, summon a minor creature to attack the enemy, summon a lightning cloud, turn the enemy into coins, and more. Required Level: No Vaermina: Awakening
Nightmare[Edit | Edit Source] Talking to Erandur, Piero Mara, will begin at Inn Windpeak on Dawnstar trying to end the nightmare. The awakening nightmare involves visiting the Nightcaller Temple. After all the effort updates, Dragonborn will finish the scene, as Erandur cast a spell to destroy the skull of mischief,
Daedric's weapon that Causing nightmares Dragonbourne can kill Erndore as Vaermina commands and reward the skull as a reward, or let him complete his spell to destroy the skull. In the recent case, it can be followed. If the skull is lost, however, the Eddrick Verlina effect cannot be retrieved. Required Level: None
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